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Out to make a 
big impression
Powerful. Flexible. Ef� cient. The Wayne HelixTM

5000 fuel dispenser has a striking presence, and 
it means business. It’s time to get noticed, for all 
the right reasons. 

The Helix 5000 dispenser is a reliable and hard-working model, 
which can be depended upon for a wide variety of forecourt set 
ups and has the option to bene� t from up to four hoses per side. 
This versatile dispenser is also well-suited to remote forecourts, as 
well as for those requiring suction pumps in the dispenser itself. 
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Wayne Helix 5000 fuel dispenser

Core of Flexibility

The redesigned Helix 5000 fuel dispenser  is a versatile, durable 
workhorse for your forecourt and is now available with the � exible, 
multi-hose blender con� guration direct from the factory, with up to 
six buttons per side. The modular payment system allows retailers to 
adapt to consumer needs, so that new payment capabilities can be 
added at any time.added at any time.

WAYNE IX PAY™ SECURE PAYMENT PLATFORM

The Wayne iX Pay secure payment platform incorporates 
the latest security standards to protect sensitive card 
holder data.

WAYNE TAP™ CONTACTLESS/NFC READER

The Wayne TAP near-� eld communication (NFC) reader 
enables mobile payment, such as Apple Pay and Android 
Pay, at the dispenser. The Wayne TAP reader hardware 
supports both magstripe and EMV® contactless protocols.

E25/B20 STANDARD

The Wayne Helix dispenser now comes with UL E25 
listing as standard. This re� ects Wayne’s ongoing intent 
of supplying retailers with the most � exible, reliable and 
future-proof equipment options. Regardless of what 
direction government regulations or next-generation 
vehicle technologies take, your investment will remain 
viable for years to come.

 WAYNE SMART SECURE ACCESS™

Wayne Smart Secure AccessTM secures your forecourt 
24/7/365. It keeps your customers’ � nancial data safe by 
offering electronic protection against unauthorized access 
to the dispenser’s internal components, and comes 
with battery backup as standard, which means it keeps 
protecting your business and your customers even when 
the power is out. 

WAYNE XFLO™ FUEL METER

While traditional piston meters are prone to drift over time, 
the Wayne X� o MeterTM maintains its calibration, saving 
money by helping prevent fuel loss. The X� o Meter also 
offers the industry’s only four-year re-calibration warranty, 
and it can achieve better � ow rates than piston meters. 

E85 COMPATIBILITY

Wayne offers UL E85 as an option on Helix dispensers, 
which is compatible with the most aggressive fuels. 
Wayne’s most popular Dual Blending and Double Dual 
Blending dispenser variations offer advanced blending 
options. All E85 dispensers come with the Wayne X� o 
Meter as standard.

Industry-leading features 
that refl ect the very best 
of Wayne


